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0
corten steel 

effect

1
Digital print imitating 
look  and structure of
the modern Corten 
steel (3D  effect).

0
metal 

imitation

2
Digital print imitat-
ing look and struc-
ture of steel (various 
finishes available). 
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03
wood

imitation

Digital print imi-
tating look and 
structure of wood (vari-
ous finishes available). 

04
stone

imitation

Digital print imitating 
look and structure of 
stone and    concrete (var-
ious finishes available). 
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05
flex neon

Flex LED neon, perfect 
for emphasises the look 
of the bottle or logo.

 A real eye-catcher.

0
bike

stands

6
Bike stands with the 
advertising panel;

 for 4 or 5 bikes.
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07
crown  cork 

openers

Perfect combination 
of advertising and 
functionality.  Crown 
cork or bottle display 
equipped with a crown 
cork opener, for mount-
ing on a bar counter.

0
fence 

banner system 

Clever system solu-
tion for  advertising 
fences. Easy to store 
and assemble,  with a 
double sided banners.

8
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09
table 

with a tray

Portable, practical ta-
ble equipped with a 
handle with a tabletop 
that can transform 
into a serving plate.01

beach can 
table

Plastic table imitating 
a can; in two options: 
standard or open-
able with insulation to 
store bottles or cans.

1
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barrel 
furniture

Discover modern in-
dustrial style with our 
barrel-shape furniture.

Folding bistro furni-
ture - easy to stor-
age with a great 
advertising impact.

11

folding 
bistro set

21
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Thank you for acquainting with our offer.
If you are interested in cooperation, 

do not hesitate to contact us.
We are ready to make some
amazing products with you!

If you have any questions
 or need more information, 

just send them to:

Katarzyna Bogusz-Tryburska
mail: kbt@key-co.com.pl

phone: +48 602 388 820

Ryszard Młynek
mail: ryszard.mlynek@key-co.com.pl

phone: +48 606 323 666

Marcin Brzosko
mail: marcin.brzosko@key-co.com.pl

phone: +48 533 966 161

France, Benelux: Grégory Maurissen
mail: gmaurissen@ccommecom.be

phone: +32 475 77 74 14

Germany, Austria: Alexander Baum
mail: bier-baum@outlook.de

mobile: +49 (0) 177 218 65 39
landline: +49 (0) 2631 927 22 52

Italy: Stefano Bertarelli
mail: stefano@key-co.com.pl 

phone: +39 339 863 10 51

Spain: Jordi Javega
mail: jordi.javega@key-co.com.pl

phone: + 34 620 88 93 26

Czech Republic, Slovakia: Zdenek Mikeska
mail: zdenek.mikeska@oreon.cz

phone: +420 777 648 902
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